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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Quick solutions to common programming problems
with the latest features of C# 7.0, Core 1.1, and Visual Studio 2017 About This Book * Easy-to-follow
recipes to get you up-and-running with the new features of C# 7 and Core 1.1 * Practical solutions to
assist you with microservices and serverless computing in C# * Explore the new Visual Studio
environment and write more secure code in it Who This Book Is For The book will appeal to C# and
developers who have a basic familiarity with C# and the Visual Studio 2015 environment What You
Will Learn * Writing better and less code to achieve the same result as in previous versions of C# *
Working with analyzers in Visual Studio * Working with files, streams, and serialization * Writing
high-performant code in C# and understanding multi-threading * Demystifying the Rx library using
Reactive extensions * Exploring Core 1.1 and ASP.N ET MVC * Securing your applications and
learning new debugging techniques * Designing and building a microservice architecture * Using
Azure and AWS for serverless computing with C# In Detail C#...
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ReviewsReviews

It in just one of the most popular ebook. It is writter in simple words and not confusing. I am just happy to tell you that this is actually the finest ebook i have
got read inside my very own existence and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- V icky Ada m s-- V icky Ada m s

These sorts of book is the perfect book accessible. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad advised
this book to find out.
-- Mr . Musta fa  Sa nfor d IV-- Mr . Musta fa  Sa nfor d IV
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